Step-by-step tutorials for KCS

Summary
This article holds a list of available Step-by-step tutorials on how to install and initially configure KCS components.

Description
If you follow these tutorials you will have a working KCS environment that is very basic and not fitted for specific customer wishes.

Links for Customer Portal
- KCS Core (TCOSS) - Article 13402
- KCS Client (TCfW) - Article 13411
- KCS TC/Link-MFP - Article 13412
- KCS TC/Report - Article 13414
- KCS IPPrint - Article 13413
- KCS TWS - Article 13415
- KCS Backup - Article 13410

Links for KOFAX employees (CRM)
- KCS Core (TCOSS) - Article 13402
- KCS Client (TCfW) - Article 13411
- KCS TC/Link-MFP - Article 13412
- KCS TC/Report - Article 13414
- KCS IPPrint - Article 13413
- KCS TWS - Article 13415
- KCS Backup - Article 13410
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